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As I have explained in the past, and must now explain again, the Federal Republic 
was the American Federal Services Subcontractor. It was owned and operated by 
the Confederation of States, which was itself an instrumentality of the States of 
America. 

The flow of authority and powers in international and global jurisdictions was 
always funneled through another instrumentality of the States of America doing 
business as The United States of America. 

The States of America created a Federation and a Confederation as 
instrumentalities to do business in foreign jurisdictions. 

The Confederation was the operator of the Federal Republic Subcontractor. 
When the original Confederation lost quorum to operate and split into two warring
factions, the Federal Republic was wounded but still limping along until 1863 
when the Northern members of the original Confederation were bankrupted and 
the Southern members were subsequently ruined in 1865.

This circumstance destroyed the Confederation at the level of its membership, 
and that membership has never been reconstructed by the States, so as an 
additional result, the Federal Republic had to be vacated.
 
Until now. 

It's important to understand that when powers are delegated and service 
contracts (like our constitutions) are allocated, and a recipient of those contracts 
is unable to perform and fulfill them for any reason, including bankruptcy and 
ruination, the "Powers" return to the Delegator. 

Because of repeated bankruptcies and malfeasance and Breach of Trust, the 
Powers have returned to The United States of America, been accepted by The 
United States of America, and all power to resurrect the Federal Republic now 
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rests with The United States of America which is an unincorporated Federation of 
States of the Union --- not any form of corporation or incorporated entity at all. 
There is a movement afoot to do a big publicity blitz and campaign to try to trick 
the people of this country into accepting another round of the same old insurance 
and bankruptcy fraud nonsense. 

Proponents of this scheme have used resources of the St. Germain Trust overseen 
by the World Bank to print up a new "Promissory Note" debt-based currency in 
rainbow colors, and have freely offered to act as our Trustees and Agents, but we 
have refused the offer and counter-offered that they, the American and U.S. 
Armed Forces must come home, and talk to their actual Employers --- the lawful 
government of this country in international jurisdiction: The United States of 
America. 

No entity operating as THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA is authorized to use our 
Good Name or trademarks at this time. No usufructuary relationship is viable. No 
access to our credit is allowed, and the resources of the St. Germain Trust should 
not be exercised to promote debt or fraud of any kind.
 
We object to the World Bank's actions and to the presumptions of the U.S. Military 
and others who have proposed to abuse our identity and access our credit without
even consulting with us. and the actual heirs and trustees of St. Germain and his 
family. We object to any continuation of a debt-based monetary system, and also 
object to any attempt to reboot the Federal Republic without our express support 
and agreement. 

Mr. Biden is reminded that he has no right to use or display our Great Seals and 
has no contract with the actual government of this country. Mr. Trump is reminded 
that the military is obligated to accept the command of the civilian authorities ---- 
civilian, not civil. That means us, the actual Americans, not representatives of the 
Federal Civil Service.
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